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RASIRC Ranked #26 in Manufacturing on Inc. 5000 List of Fastest Growing 

Companies 
Technology innovator of steam purification products makes list for second straight year 

 
San Diego, Calif. – August 22, 2012 – RASIRC®, the steam purification company, announced 

today that the company ranked #1288 in the Inc. 5000 list for 2012, with Trophy Case rankings 

of #26 in Manufacturing and #25 in San Diego with a 3-year growth of 240%. The Inc. 5000 is a 

prestigious list that ranks the fastest growing private companies in the nation.  RASIRC products 

deliver ultrapure steam and water vapor for semiconductor, photovoltaics, nanotechnology, and 

other manufacturing applications. 

“Ramping manufacturing takes more than a good idea and a couple of smart people. You need 

innovations that serve a need in the marketplace, quality products, the ability to ramp 

infrastructure, and key suppliers, as well as expertly trained people from diverse backgrounds,” 

said Jeff Spiegelman, RASIRC president and founder. “We expect to continue this rapid growth 

rate as we introduce a new line of in situ chemistries geared to emerging and advanced high 

technology markets. The placement of #26 in manufacturing is a huge compliment for our entire 

organization.”  

This is the second year in a row that RASIRC has been ranked in the Inc. 5000 and the third 

award for founder Spiegelman, who drove Aeronex to #142 on the 1997 list. Aeronex was sold 

to Entegris (ENTG) in 2003. 

Complete results of the Inc. 5000, including company profiles and an interactive database that 

can be sorted by industry, region, and other criteria, can be found at www.inc.com/5000. The 

RASIRC profile can be found at http://www.inc.com/inc5000/profile/rasirc. 

About RASIRC 

RASIRC products purify and deliver ultra-pure liquids and gases.  RASIRC technology is the 

first to generate ultra-high-purity (UHP) steam from de-ionized water.  It reduces cost, increases 

yield, and improves safety.  RASIRC dryers, humidifiers, and steam generators are of critical 
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importance for many applications in the semiconductor, pharmaceutical, medical, biological, fuel 

cell, and power industries.  Custom systems are available upon request.  Call +1-858-259-1220, 

e-mail info@rasirc.com, or visit www.rasirc.com. 
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